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Why TIC?

Technology Information Corporation is the
worldwide leader in wave solder process
improvement.
With a single-minded focus on wave soldering
excellence, proven products and procedures for
eliminating wave soldering defects and preventing
their recurrence are provided directly to you.

Assisting engineers just like yourself in reaching your quality goals, you will
benefit from our successful track record of quickly and significantly improving
board quality,
Optimizer Soldering Control
The Wave Optimizer
Wave Solder Process Training

The widely acclaimed Wave Solder Training Workshop and On-Site Expert
Troubleshooting programs offer you immediate and enduring results. Your defects
are reduced and eliminated. Your entire wave soldering team is empowered with
unparalleled insights and proprietary techniques for daily process optimization and
continuous improvement of your board quality.

Expert Defect Troubleshooting

We will teach you how to document your process and progress every step of the
way. This includes overcoming defects you may have all but given up on, like
those caused by poor board design.
The award winning Wave Optimizer is the most advanced, easy-to-use, accurate,
comprehensive, battle-proven and popular wave solder improvement tool. It
measures all aspects of your wave soldering process – flux application,
temperatures and board-wave interaction – in a single pass through the wave
machine. All data is shown to you instantly on its one-of-a-kind display.
Founded in 1992, we are grateful for our premier industry position and continually
growing customer base throughout the world.
204 Sportsman Way
Gaithersburg, Maryland
20878 USA

(240) 631-6746
fax (240) 556-0272
Optimizer@WaveSoldering.com
www.WaveSoldering.com

If you are not already our customer, we will appreciate the opportunity to assist
you in significantly reducing your wave soldering defects, quickly lowering your
daily production costs and saving your entire team a lot of aggravation. Feel free
to contact us if you would like to discuss your specific needs and objectives.

